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AU manuscripts, . drawings and
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loss of any such submissions. Opinion. expressed within the magazine are those of the author and not
necessarily those of the editors.
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and the InternationallndelC to Film
Periodical&. Cinema Canada is a
member of the Canadian Periodical
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thio magazine may be reproduced
or transmitted in any form or by
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and retrieval system, without
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P~bli.her. Cinema Canada MagaZine Foundation is a non-profit
organization : Canadian Charitable
Organization no. 044-1998-2213.
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Cover - Canadian media's first ladies: From the left, Therese Sevigny, vice-president, CBC ; Joan
Sch~fer, vic~-presid~nt, First Choice ; Phyllis Switzer, vice-president, First Choice ; Marge Anthony, vicepresident, FIrst ChoIce; and Margaret Lyons, vice-president, CBC. Brandy, cigars and location courtesy of
Toronto's Windsor Arms Hotel Courtyard Cafe.
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Festival fever

Women
decisionmakers in
Canadian
.broadcasting
The television pioneers of
the '80s have been women,
as women's presence in
broadcasting management
has doubled in the past
half-decade. Freelancer
Gail Henley profiles Canadian media's leading
ladies, and highlights the
battles won as well as
those that lie ahead . 10

Cinema Canada's critics
offer candid comment and
Linda Hammond's indiscreet camera takes a
behind-the-scenes peek at
the glitter and the gore of
this year's smashingly
successful Montreal and
Toronto film festivals . 17

Bad reception:
Making sense
of Canada's
pay-TV
conundrum
As a mighty marketing
battle shapes up between
First Choice and Superchannel in the fight for
subscribers, fears grow
that the collapse of
C Channel was only the

•
beginning of hard times
for Canada's troubled payTV networks. Independent
producer Lucie Hall, in
the conclusion to her
three-part probe of Canadian pay-TV, attended the
Festival of Festivals'
Trade Forum on the
industry, and came away
with a sobering assessment, as well as an
exclusive interview with
former C Channel
president Ed Cowan. 14
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SUPER. PSR.-------..
We don't have to extoll the merits of the old
Panavision PSR camera to our clients. It is very reliable,
very qu iet and very inexpensive . .. and very well known .
The new SUPER PSR is even better . It retain s the
same camera mechanism as the old model but now
has a Panaf lex type 24 vo lt motor to furth er
redu ce camera noise, has digita l footage
counter and frame- rate displays,
always stops with the mirror in the
'view' position, and has an electronic
inching device which speeds up the
re-Ioadi ng process.
In addition it is lighter by121bs
and narrower by six inches.
The vi deo assist is now permanently
integrated into the camera door and can be used
with a rotating mirror shutter, as normal, or with a pellicle
mirror to eliminate TV viewfinder flicker, if required .
The 20010 ad justa ble shutter, viewfinder image magnification,
viewfinder contrast filter, viewf inder de-anamorphosing and
ad justa ble pitch for maximum quietness are all reta ined.
A new device is the 'Panapunch', installed at the requ est
of Universal Studios in Hollywood, to dimple th e edge of the film between takesso that only 'print' takes need to be processed . It is an
- - -- - -,
op ti onal extra to reduce film making costs even more .
The SU PE R PSR goes on a Super Panahead, takes all
• Panavision lenses and takes many Panafle x accessories
- .from matte boxes to the unique Panallte ad justable
camera mounted light and so on . .
It really is a cost effective way to make films
and is available from
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Complete Film
Equipment Rental
16mm and 3Smm Cameras
Sound and Lighting Equipment
Generators, Sound Stud ios
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Montreal:
Administration and equipment (514) 487-5010
212 0 Decarie Blvd., H4A 3J3
Studio and Lighting
2020 Northcliffe Avenue, H4A 3K5
Toronto:
793 Pharmacy Avenue, M1 L 3K3
Vancouver:
43 West, 6th Avenue, V5Y 1 K2
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